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Overview

VIPER was developed using Apache v2.2.3 (Red Hat), PHP v5.3.3, MySQL v5.0.95.

VIPER needs to be able to support multiple instances on the same machine, preferably without duplicating the code 
base.  To do this it uses a single codebase in /default that is hard linked into different instances.  So, to create an 
instance called “education” one would create a hard linked directory to the /default directory, called  /
education. Each instance has a separate MySQL database, but shares the same physical set of files through 
these hard linked directories.

VIPERʼs configuration directory (detailed further below) has a file named after each instance, and the PHP uses the 
appropriately named configuration file based on the file path in the URL used to access VIPER.  So a request for 
http://www.whatever.com/default/somefile.php would use the default files in the configuration directory, while a 
request for http://www.whatever.com/education/somefile.php would use the education files.  In this way VIPER is 
able to appear to have several independent instances running, when in fact it is merely once instance using multiple 
sets of configuration files.

Keep this in mind as you set up VIPER!

Setup 1: The Database
Download and unpack the VIPER code somewhere inside your web server space; all paths in this document 
reference the root of this VIPER codebase.

When you first unpack VIPER it has a default instance called (unsurprisingly) default.  You can change this is you 
want, but throughout the remainder of this documentation this default instance will be referred to by the path /
default .

A database needs to be created for each instance of VIPER you wish to run.  To set up the MySQL database:

• Create a new database with a name relating to the instance, for example: ljmu_viper

• Run the SQL code /viper.sql on that database to install the necessary tables.  Three tables should be 
created: clip, reflection and resource.

Setup 2: The Database Configuration
Now we need to edit the configuration files.  The configuration files live in the /default/include/
configurations directory.  You need two configuration files for each instance, and they must be named after the 
instance directory.  So if you have two instances, /default and /education, you should have the files 
default_inc.php, default_db_inc.php, education_inc.php and education_db_inc.php in the 
configuration directory.  Remember – the instances use hard links, rather than multiple physical copies of the VIPER 
codebase, so no matter which directory you are in (default or education), youʼre actually editing the one set of 
files.

The xxx_db_inc.php file contains the database configuration.  You should edit this file to set the appropriate 
database name for the instance corresponding to this directory.  You must also set other database details like the 
host, username and password for your database.

The xxx.php contains a more elaborate configuration set up, detailing facets and editor properties.  It will be 
detailed in its own section below.

http://www.whatever.com/default/somefile.php
http://www.whatever.com/default/somefile.php
http://www.whatever.com/education/somefile.php
http://www.whatever.com/education/somefile.php


Setup 3: Other Minor Stuff
There are a few other files youʼll need to edit.

• Inside /default/admin there is a .htaccess file used to secure the admin part of the site.  You need to 
either point this at your own .htpasswd file, or delete it entirely and apply an alternative method of 
protecting that directory.

• Inside /default/include you will find a config_inc.php and a config_db_inc.php file.  These are 
the actual configuration files used by the PHP code, and youʼll see by editing them they actually defer to the 
instance-specific configuration files edited in the previous setup step.  They need to extract the instance 
name from the URL path to determine which instance-specific file to load; you need to edit the Regular 
Expression in these files (or otherwise edit the code yourself) to correctly identify and load the necessary 
instance configuration file. 

Editing the Main Configuration File 1: The Basics
The main configuration file, at /default/include/configurations/default.php (where “default” is the 
instance name, recall), determines all kinds of settings and facet configuration.

CONF_FILE_NAME Isnʼt used.  Set it to the name of the instance

CONF_APP_TITLE Is the short form name of this instance

CONF_APP_TITLE_FULL Is the long form name of this instance

CONF_PLAYERS_ONLY_ONE An integer, used as a boolean, determines 
whether the reflection manager has one or two 

video players; true = 1, false = 2
CONF_NAME_EDITOR_S Editor name (for UI), singular

CONF_NAME_EDITOR_P Editor name (for UI), plural

CONF_NAME_CLIP_S Clips name (for UI), singular

CONF_NAME_CLIP_S Clips name (for UI), plural

CONF_NAME_REFLECTION_S Reflections name (for UI), singular

CONF_NAME_REFLECTION_S Reflections name (for UI), plural

CONF_NAME_RESOURCE_S Resources name (for UI), singular

CONF_NAME_RESOURCE_P Resources name (for UI), plural

CONF_APP_YT_USERNAME Account name of YouTube channel.

CONF_APP_YT_PASSWORD Password of YouTube channel.

The final couple of entries, CONF_APP_YT_USERNAME and CONF_APP_YT_PASSWORD, are used to 
access the YouTube account from which the videos are loaded.

Editing the Main Configuration File 2: The Semantic Data
This next part is the most time consuming.

Each of the three semantic databases, resources, clips and reflections, has its own configuration section inside 
$CONF_COLLECTION_DATA, in the same form:



'resources' => array (
    /* Specifies the order fields appear on Felix form.  Uses "fields.<id>.felix" data. */
    'felixOrder' => array ( 
        // ENTRIES
    ) ,
    /* Specifies the order facets appear.  Uses "fields.<id>.facet" data. */
    'facetOrder' => array (
        // ENTRIES
    ) ,    
    /* Specifies the order of details in lens. Uses "fields.<id>.lens" data. */
    'lensOrder' => array (
        // ENTRIES
    ) ,
    /* Database load/save order.  Uses "field.<id>.io" data. */
    'loadOrder' => array ( /* YOU SHOULDN'T NEED TO EDIT THIS */
        // ENTRIES
    ) ,
    'saveOrder' => array (    /* YOU SHOULDN'T NEED TO EDIT THIS */
        // ENTRIES
    ) ,
    /* Database JSON order.  Uses "field.<id>.io" data. */
    'jsonOrder' => array (
        // ENTRIES
    ) ,
    /* Field by field attributes, inc. Felix UI config. */
    'fields' => array(
        'academic_year' => array ( // DANCE
            'felix' => array (
                'editorLabel' =>   'Academic year' ,
                'editorType' =>    'keywordSingle' ,
                'enumValues' =>    '*' ,
                'layoutPage' =>    '0' ,
                'width' =>         '12em' 
            ) ,
            'facet' => array (
                'expression' => 'if(exists(%1$s),%1$s,\'--Unspecifed--\')' ,
                'facetLabel' => 'Academic Year' ,
                'height' => '6em' ,
                'showMissing' => 'true'
            ) ,
            'io' => array (
                'type' =>          'number' ,
                'size' =>          4
            )
        ) ,
        // OTHER FIELDS
    )
) , /* End resources */

In order to maintain maximum flexibility, VIPER separates the various fields (item attributes) into two groups.  The 
standard group contains fields like id, type, label and account_id, that are common to all VIPER instances.  
The variable group has all the fields (item attributes) that are unique to a given instance.  If you look in the database 
tables youʼll see the standard group is given columns for each field, but the variable group fields are lumped 
together into one JSON column.

The first part of each of these configuration structures details which fields appear where, and in what order.  Youʼll 
see they are lists of field ids, with the fields themselves being documented in the second part of the structure.

Generally you should not touch any of the standard group fields, and only add your own variable group fields to 
these structures.  (Unless you really know what youʼre doing!)



felixOrder Is the order in which fields (including necessary hidden fields) appear on the field form 
when editing this type of data.

facetOrder Is the order in which fields appear as facets.
lenseOrder Is the order in this fields appear in the item lens.
loadOrder Is the order fields appear in the JSON handed to Exhibit.  You should never need to edit 

this.
saveOrder Is the order fields appear in the JSON saved to the database.  You should never need to 

edit this.
jsonOrder Is the order of the variable fields for this instance.

Each field may contain configuration data for felix (thatʼs the form editing UI), its facet, lens and IO (loading/saving).

Felix supports various configuration fields:

editorLabel Text that appears before the field.

editorType The editor component type; possible values:
• textfield (straight text field)
• textarea (multiline text)
• richtextarea (styled text)
• enumSingle (select one from a list)
• enumMulti (select many from list)
• keywordSingle (select one from a list compiled of current values, or add a new 

value)
• hidden (just store, donʼt show for editing)

enumValues Specify a list of values for enum types.  For editor types that support it (eg enumSingle), 
an asterisk searches the current database compiling a list of current values.

columns Dimension, for text editor components

rows Dimension, for text editor components

layoutPage Which page of the form to place this editor component.

layoutColumn Which column of the form to place this editor component.

width CSS width, for editor components that support it.

height CSS height, for editor components that support it.

help Short tooltip help message.

validator Felix data validate code.

forceValue Overwrite current Exhibit value, always.

Facets have the following configuration:

expression Exhibit ex:expression.  If for printf code %1$s is used, it will be replaced with the facetʼs 
expression path.

facetLabel Exhibit ex:facetLabel.

height Exhibit ex:height

showMissing Exhibit ex:showMissing



Lenses have the following configuration: 

title Label to prefix value. 

path Unused.

expression Exhibit.  If for printf code %1$s is used, it will be replaced with the facetʼs expression path.

The IO has the following configuration:

type Type of data:
• number
• string
• array

size Size to constrain data to.
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